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Abstract 

To realize smart home vision in an equipped domain, several types of context-aware 

applications should be deployed. Because of complex tasks of context gathering and 

processing, designing context-aware applications requires middleware support. Designing a 

context-aware middleware is a challenging issue because of specific characteristics of 

context and devices such as dynamic nature of context and resource limitation of devices. 

Furthermore, the middleware should provide a cooperative system in which application 

developers could easily exchange derived contextual information. To address these issues, in 

this paper architectural design of a smart-home context-aware middleware is proposed, 

which supports cooperation among application developers. The middleware is implemented 

as a Java package and validated through a case study. 
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1. Introduction 

Pervasive computing was initially introduced as the third era of computing [1], in which 

existing applications adapt their behavior to the context of the environment. Although 

numerous scenarios for designing context-aware applications have been proposed [2], 

designing stand-alone applications suffers from following deficiencies: 

 Sensing the environment as well as gathering and processing context are 

complicated tasks, which make designing of context-aware applications much 

difficult and time-consuming. 

 Most of the hosting devices (e.g. mobile phones, PDAs, tablets, etc.) have 

computational, storage and memory limitations and therefore, are incapable of 

efficiently running massive applications. 

Context-aware middleware could address the above defects; however, designing such a 

middleware envisages new challenges, which have not been existed in the traditional 

middleware of distributed systems. Highly dynamic nature of context and limitations of 

hosting devices are among characteristics of the pervasive computing environment, which 

makes it impossible to customize and deploy similar middleware from distributed systems. 

Previously, several studies have been conducted on context-aware middleware under the 

title of context management; however none of them fully addresses the characteristics of the 

pervasive computing paradigm. In this paper, architecture of a domain-based context 

management system is proposed. The architecture addresses known characteristics of the 

pervasive computing paradigm and provides a framework for facilitating cooperation among 

application developers. Context registration and retrieval are designed as services, which 
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should be invoked by context providers and consumers, respectively. The middleware is 

implemented as a minimal software package that should be imported by application 

developers. We evaluate and validate the package by investigating a case study. 

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: after this introduction, Section 2 formally defines 

associated concepts and properly states the investigated problem through introducing a case 

study. Afterward, the state of the art is briefly presented. Section 3 describes the proposed 

architecture of the domain-based context-aware middleware. Subsequently, Section 4 presents 

investigation results of the middleware behavior in the described case study. Finally Section 5 

discusses conclusion remarks and states future direction of this research. 

2. Problem Definition and State of the Art 

In this section, at first we provide utilized definitions and then describe a smart home 

scenario, which motivates this research. According to an initial comprehensive definition, 

“context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An 

entity is a place, person or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user 

and an application” [3, 4]. Context is of two types: low-level context involving time, location, 

identity, and activity, which are the most utilized contextual information, and high-level 

context, which involves any other information that can be derived from the low-level types 

[4]. Context source is referred to any device that can produce contextual data. Mobile phone, 

sensor, thermometer, pc, server, network, web, etc. are typical context sources. 

A context-aware application always utilizes contextual information of the involved entities 

to adapt its behavior and provide context-aware services. Context-aware middleware aims to 

support designing context-aware applications via providing context management services. In 

general, context aware middleware lies on top of the operating system of mobile phones, 

PDAs, personal computers, servers, laptops, and other computational devices of the 

environment to and provides context management services [5]. 
 

2.1. Case Study 

The following case study, which is originated from a smart home domain, helps in 

understanding requirements of a domain-based context management system.  

Bob’s house consists of a bedroom, living room, kitchen, and bathroom. It is augmented 

with sensors and smart devices. Bob is looking for various types of context-aware 

applications to help him in doing daily tasks and managing devices available in the domain. 

In continue three of these applications are described: 

 Light adjustment application: This application is responsible for adjusting light level 

of the rooms by turning lamps on or off. It uses a predefined context set consisting of time, 

presence of people in any of the kitchen, rooms and bathroom, Bob’s location, Bob’s activity, 

and then according to their value performs a suitable action. For example, during day as well 

as when Bob is outside the building or is asleep, the application turns the lights off. When 

Bob is watching TV, it adjusts the living room light moderately and turns off the other lamps. 

Finally, when Bob is in travel or vacation, the application randomly turns a few lights on to 

represent a lively state of the house (for security reason). 

 Mobile incoming call notification: This application utilizes time (e.g. morning, 

midnight, weekend), Bob’s location (e.g. bedroom, bathroom, outside at office), activity (e.g. 

sleep, watching TV, at work), and mobile contact list (to distinguish caller), and accordingly 
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decides to redirect a receiving call to the voice-box, makes a vibration, or a slow, regular, or 

high alarm. 

 Smart gate application: Smart-gate application is responsible for handling arriving 

people to the house and is triggered by ringing the house bell. It utilizes a pre-installed small 

screen and video camera outside of the gate for taking picture of the person or establishing a 

video call between them and Bob. It uses time (e.g. morning, midnight, weekend), location 

(bathroom, outside), and activity (vacation, driving) of Bob and performs an activity such as 

opening the door (for relatives, familiar people, or a recognized parcel deliverer), makes a 

call between Bob’s mobile phone and the person, etc. 

Afterward, Bob makes contract with three software developers who are hereafter referred 

as A, B, and C. They are assigned to implement Light adjustment, Mobile incoming call 

notification, and smart gate application, respectively.  

 

2.2. Discussion 

The above scenario prompts designing a system infrastructure for supporting development 

of context-aware applications. This kind of software, which is generally referred as “context-

aware middleware”, should provide a cooperative environment in a way that application 

developers could publish their derived context and also retrieve context published by others. 

Previously, several researchers investigate context-aware middleware; however, they 

mostly concentrate on mobility of entities [6, 7, 8, 9], modeling [10-16], reasoning [17-21], 

context dissemination [22-26], quality of context assessment [27-31] and privacy protection 

[32-33]. The aim of this research is to investigate context-aware middleware toward 

providing a cooperative system for developing context-aware applications. 

3. Smart-home Context Management 

In this section architecture of the proposed domain-based context-aware system is 

described. The system is minimal in the meaning that it focuses on context gathering, 

aggregation and distribution. For the sake of simplicity, we eliminate autonomous functional 

requirements of the middleware such as quality of context assessment, modeling and privacy 

protection, which require an independent research investigation. However, the architecture is 

extensible and these tasks could be inserted to the system later.  

Since mobile devices have limitations in memory, availability and processing capabilities, 

a dedicated server is exploited as host of the massive part of the middleware. 

The server maintains a table, which keeps an overall view of the context types generated in 

the domain as well as access points of their providers. The table has three columns: name of 

the entity whose situation is characterized by the context, context type, and access point of the 

provider. 

An interface of the middleware is provided on all the computational devices available in 

the domain; therefore, they perform massive operations by invoking associated remote 

methods from the server. Figure 1 shows a schema of the middleware architecture. In the 

following a detailed description of the components and functionalities is provided: 
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Figure 1. Overall Architecture of the Smart-home System 

 Context provider: one type of context provider is a program module that contacts a 

context source, gathers raw data, processes and models it. Another kind of context provider 

involves programs that infer complicated context types from context provided by several 

context sources and providers. Programs that exploit sophisticated context mining techniques 

for deriving complicated context types are also categorized as context provider. Context 

providers might reside on any computational device or server. They can contact each other by 

their access point address. 

 Registration service: registration service, which is implemented on the server, is 

invoked by context providers to register their contextual capacities. The service gets three 

parameters, which involves type of the provided context, name of the entity that the context is 

associated to, and access point of the context provider’s machine.  Therefore it updates the 

table by inserting a new tuple. 

 Context retrieval service: any context-aware application in the initialization phase 

utilizes the context retrieval service provided by the server to obtain address of the devices 

providing its contextual needs. This service gets entity name and context type and returns 

access point of the machine hosting the corresponding context provider.  

 

3.1. Implementation 

We make use of Java as a portable language for implementing the middleware. The 

middleware is provided as a Java package, which is installed on the server. The server 

contains a table, which is responsible for keeping a general view of the context types 

available in the domain. The schema of the table as well as an example of its values is shown 

in figure 2. The following methods are the main modules of the middleware. They are 

implemented on the server and invoked remotely by application developers via Java RMI. 

 Register (entity name, context type, access point): This method is used by context 

providers to register their contextual capacities. It gets context type, entity name, and access 

point of the context provider and inserts the corresponding tuple to the table. 
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 Retrieve (entity name, context type): This method is exploited by application 

developers to find their required context. It gets context type and name of the associated 

entity and returns access point of device(s) providing this context element.  

 

Entity-Name Context-Type Context Provider Access-Point 

Figure 2. Schema of the Table 
 

4. Evaluation 

In this subsection, we investigate behavior of the proposed context-aware middleware 

through studying the presented case study scenario. Before starting, the use case investigation, 

it should be noted that any computational device has a clock, which indicates “time” context; 

therefore, context-aware applications acquire “time” from their host machine. Figure 3 

illustrates the use case behavior of the system via presenting interactions of the components. 

In continue a detailed description of the events sequence is described: 

 After analyzing the situation, software developer A decides to use the server as the 

host of Light adjustment application. Since this application needs presence context of any 

people in the kitchen, rooms, and bathroom, the developer decides to implement a module for 

providing this context type. The module contacts with noise and motion sensors installed in 

the rooms, kitchen, and bathroom, and gathers their value. Afterward, through simple 

reasoning, it infers presence context and registers it to the server by invoking “register” 

method. 

 Mobile incoming call notification application resides on Bob’s mobile phone. It 

requires Bob’s location context. Software developer B realizes that the context is not provided 

in the system, so she decides to develop a program module for acquiring it. For this purpose, 

she uses a two level scheme. In the first level, the program uses longitude/latitude data 

provided by mobile phone GPS to estimate general location of Bob, such as home, office, 

university, shopping center, etc. if Bob is currently at home, the second level uses presence 

information to infer exact location of Bob in terms of living room, bedroom, kitchen or 

bathroom. Besides, by invoking “retrieve” method, software developer B realizes that 

presence information is already existed in the system and gets access point of the providing 

program, which resides on the server. Finally, by invoking register method, location of Bob is 

registered to the server. 

 Smart gate application requires time, location and activity context. By invoking 

“retrieve” method, software developer C finds out location is available and gets access point 

of the providing program. However, he realizes that activity is unavailable, so he decides to 

implement a program for inferring it. For this purpose, he uses many of context types 

provided in the domain such as time, location, velocity (provided by GPS of Bob’s mobile 

phone), noise level, presence, and home devices situation (TV is on, oven is off, etc). Most of 

these context types are previously provided and registered by other applications. After 

inferring activity, it is registered to the server, and the developer starts implementing smart 

gate application. 
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Figure 3. Case Study Behavior of the System 

 By invoking “retrieve” method software developer A acquires all of its required 

context types; hence he starts to develop light adjustment application. 

 The same situation is occurred for Mobile incoming call notification application. 
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4.1. Discussion 

The presented scenario indicates a typical pervasive computing environment in which 

diverse context-aware applications require context types generated by each other. In continue 

we discuss the behavior of the system and advantages yielded comparing to the stand-alone 

design approach. 

Although light adjustment application requires presence, location and activity context, it 

only infers presence and then shares it with others applications by registering it to the 

middleware layer. A similar situation is occurred for mobile incoming call notification 

application.  Since, the application resides on Bob’s mobile phone, which is incapable of 

running a massive program, it retrieves presence context and by using it, provides and 

registers location context to the middleware layer. Finally, by retrieving complicated activity 

context from the middleware, a much smaller program is achieved. The resulted mobile 

incoming call notification application is much more suitable than a stand-alone application for 

being executed on a limited machine, because it eliminates massive parts of inferring 

presence and activity context. 

Finally, software developer C finds every context required for developing smart gate 

application available, except activity. He retrieves presence and location context from the 

middleware layer and infers activity context. At last, he shares the activity context with the 

other applications by registering it to the middleware layer. 

The investigated case study consists of only three applications; however, most of the 

sophisticated context types required by these applications are retrieved from the middleware 

layer. Since the number of context types available in an environment is confined and limited, 

as the number of context-aware applications increases, application developers find almost 

their entire required context types registered to the middleware. As a result, the proposed 

middleware yields to a cooperative system, which facilitates sharing of context provider 

modules throughout the system. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper a context-aware middleware system has been presented to facilitate sharing 

contextual information via diverse entities available in a smart home environment. The 

middleware has provided easy to use mechanisms for context publishing and retrieving to 

make it possible for software developers to provide new sophisticated context types by 

utilizing previous available context elements, which are offered by other entities. As a result, 

it tends to lead to a pervasive computing environment with various types of sophisticated 

context-aware applications, which are actually simple and dependent programs.  

More general pervasive computing environments consists of a group of domains such as 

mobile, ad hoc, and user personal and also physically limited to a geographical zone domains 

such as home, office, hospital, university, city, etc. Designing a context-aware middleware for 

a multiple-domain environment envisages new challenges such as need for a distributed 

architecture, aggregating context generated in different domains, and mobility of entities 

between domains. In the next step of the current research, we are going to address these 

challenges by designing a multiple-domain context-aware middleware. 
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